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ABSTRACT

The future of environmental problem-solving is education. The United States is investing
a lot of effort and resources into advancing Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics
(STEM) education to better prepare students to face these coming environmental challenges and
the drawbacks of a nation falling behind developmentally. China similarly faces impending
devastation from environmental degradation including water scarcity, declining water quality,
and regional climate change. Like the U.S, China needs to expand STEM education to better
prepare for future challenges related to environmental sustainability as well as political, societal,
and economical sustainability. The natural progression of society places this responsibility in the
hands of future generations. Some key concepts in environmental and oceanographic science are
already taught in schools in the U.S. and China, but incorporation of these concepts into current
and existing hands-on STEM lesson plans will generate early interest in youth STEM learning
through creative methodology and practical application. This study incorporates the fundamental
oceanographic principles of phase partitioning and density into an existing STEM lesson plan to
create a framework lesson plan that can teach concepts of water quality to U.S. K-12 grade
students. This same lesson plan was translated into Chinese for use in China to enhance youth
STEM learning to address related sustainability issues in the region.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The United States is investing a lot of money and effort into Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) education. There is evidence the United States is falling
behind in its advancements and will facing many complex challenges in the future. Among these
challenges are environmental instability and a need for national strategic shifts toward
conservation and replenishment of natural resources. Innovation-based industries are in decline
thus jeopardizing the United States status as the world's innovation leader (Atkinson and Mayo,
2010). China is environmental problems of such magnitude that they constitute a potential
impending ecological disaster. The first national report on China's water conditions was released
26 March 2013 by the Ministry of Water Resources and the National Bureau of Statistics,
covering surveys of water conditions, conservation projects, consumption, development and
management plans and water and soil conservation in 2011. The report elicited responses from
the public and Ma Jun, Director of the Institute of Public and Environmental Affairs, for China to
shift from increasing water supply to conservation and more efficient use of water (MWR PRC,
2013; Wade, 2013; Xinhua News, 2013). Like the U.S., China needs to invest more in STEM
education to better prepare for the impact of critical global ecological and cultural issues
resulting from international environmental irresponsibility and consumerism.
Because of the escalating severity of environmental threats and its wide-spread effects on
human activities, the U.S. and China face future threats compounded by a citizenry underprepared to handle these complex issues. This urgency of this problem has already gained the
attention of many organizations, fellowships, programs and companies exploring creative
problem solving and advancements in educational expertise with an environmental focus.
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Increased concern over how to increase STEM graduates has led to the development of new
approaches to solving the STEM challenge but these methods have had little quantifiable impact
to date. It is time for new approaches to producing STEM graduates and it starts with driving
innovation and engagement into the STEM education system (Atkinson and Mayo, 2010).
Effective STEM education includes education in environmental sciences, as magnified by the
challenges agitating STEM professionals charged with resolving these problems. Innovative
approaches and STEM education methods are necessary to produce more STEM graduates but
also to produce more environmental and natural sciences experts. Ultimately, political reform in
China will drive a shift toward environmental protection, but better emphasis on the importance
of the environment to the Chinese people will drive the political reform. Causes and effects are
intertwined and complicated. The U.S. and the rest of the world can use education as a tool to
engage the Chinese government to make its development more sustainable through political
reform, lest China's economy and social stability also be endangered (Wade, 2013). The impact
of environmental degradation in China threatens global political, economic, and societal stability.
The magnitude of the effects caused by environmental instability demands preparation and
prevention through education and ingenuity.
Environmental literacy and attention from informed citizens starts with the youth.
Environmental science is already taught in some schools but students lack the fundamental
understanding of basic concepts that prepare them for continued environmental studies in a
STEM education program. Developing more localized and intercultural environmental
education plans can help alleviate this and re-route the future STEM education efforts to
emphasize urgently relevant concepts and critical educational standards for global sustainability.
The Earth system is the most complex scientific domain and it is facing a myriad of challenges
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never before addressed by STEM professionals and scientists. As the Earth system is stressed,
people all over the world are faced with problems of resolving issues of increasingly poor water
quality, water scarcity, and climate change. These are issues that have been a long-time coming
and are now potentially reaching a tipping-point in some regions. These issues have been
addressed in some degree in the past through ambitious grass roots programs and even through
legislation such as the Clean Water Act, which was implemented 35 years ago in the U.S., but the
long-standing problems persist and new problems continue to emerge (Copeland, 2010). In
China, the South China Sea Institute of Oceanography has designed a Science Fellowship
program to promote academic exchange and cooperation between the Chinese Academy of
Sciences and international research institutions and universities, to development talented
scientists and address the control and influence of Earth processes (SCSIO, 2009). The
immediacy of the need for environmental sustainability requires increasing public education in
the complexities of Earth Science and creative problem solving as preventative and corrective
measures to serious problems.
The U.S. and China are two of the largest contributors to environmental degradation
globally and their involvement in environmental protection is an investment toward their own
longevity. The Chinese Ministry of Education released in its 9th 5-year plan for education that
basic education in China is primarily the responsibility of local governments. The involvement
of social sectors participating proactively has taken shape in developing a new system for
education that establishes closer linkage between education and economy, science and
technology (MEPRC, 2005). If youth environmental education plans can scale the socio-cultural
barriers between the U.S. and China, public education levels can rise and teaching programs can
hypothetically be adapted to youth education systems not just in China and the U.S., but all over
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the world. This is a massive project, but a worthy cause. STEM education is already being
enhanced in the United States and developing internationally but its success requires the utility of
improved lesson plans and focused education to bridge the gap between STEM knowledge and
complex environmental issues.
This study incorporates the fundamental oceanographic principles of phase partitioning
and density into an existing STEM lesson plan to create a framework lesson plan that can teach
concepts of water quality to U.S. K-12 grade students. This same lesson plan was translated into
Chinese for use in China to enhance youth STEM learning to address related sustainability issues
in the region. Innovative lesson plans like the one in this study will provide the background for
problem solving that will better prepare Chinese youth for handling environmental issues facing
the region. Enhanced STEM education is essential to the future of political, economic, societal,
and environmental sustainability in the U.S., China, and globally.
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The education programs and lesson plans that are currently used in all regions of the U.S.
to teach independent factors of science, technology, engineering and mathematics to youth in
grade K-12 grade classrooms are ready resources for enhancement and analysis of STEM
education. These lesson plans and the development of new ones can be adjusted and refined to
reflect the needs of independent classrooms and community-types, to include overcoming sociocultural barriers to better teach STEM curriculum in China too. The development of innovative
curriculums can also demonstrate practical application of concepts to students, allowing them to
apply classroom knowledge to current local issues and personal experiences. The media
regularly highlights environmental instability locally and abroad in China and conceptual
understanding of its seriousness will gain the attention of more people interested in finding
solutions. A highly dynamic oceanography-based lesson plan can reinforce STEM education
with a resonating sense of purpose that encourages students to learn more. To research the broad
introduction of environmental and oceanographic principles into youth education in the United
States and China a lesson plan was developed by referencing pre-existing lesson plans and
applying creative ingenuity to design a new curriculum that could withstand transliteration and
cultural barriers enabling it to be taught in Chinese in China as well.
In addition to accommodating for the community-types and needs of each classroom, the
lesson plan also targeted areas of STEM education that involve oceanographic principles that are
relevant to the current environmental problems taking place in China. The principles of water
quality and density were selected as a focus for the lesson plan in order to highlight the issues of
water pollution and water scarcity in China’s ecosystems. Special attention was given to
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objectives that are outlined by the U.S. National Education Standards and the objectives dictated
by the Maryland Schools Indicators. This provided further details to framework a lesson plan
that met the requirements of K-12 grade education in areas of: Physical Science, Science and
Technology, and Science in Personal and Social Perspectives, with extra stress put on the
environmental sciences. The multiplicity of components that can be taught, applied and
emphasized through a better STEM education plan has the potential to provoke new responses by
youth to higher STEM learning and practical application for problem solving.
Weekly coordination with research advisors and participation by the U.S. Naval Academy
(USNA) STEM Office, USNA faculty and students, volunteers, and USNA Primary School
teachers and students allowed for testing of the lesson plan on volunteer student subjects.
Blinded testing was conducted with a single-subject college student (n=1) and a twelve-subject
fifth grade class (n=12). The lesson plan and worksheets were translated into Chinese and tested
a third time on a six-subject Naval Academy Chinese class (n=6).

2.1 STEM Lesson Plan

The lesson plan, entitled Humans and Water Quality, is shown in Appendix A.1. It
includes with a data collection sheet (Appendix A.2) and pre- and post-assessment sheets
(Appendix A.3). The lesson plan was formed over a two week time-period with reference to and
consideration of the following labs and lesson plans: COSEE water density labs, Kids Water
Fun, Liquids-Densities, Mass Volume Density Quiz, The Filter Challenge, Sum of the Parts,
Reaching Your Limits, and Sparkling Water - which are referenced in the Humans and Water
Quality Lesson Plan (Appendix A.1). The lesson plan was edited and assessed over another two
7

week time-period for clarity, adaptability and effectiveness. The assessments were created at the
same time as the lesson plan but were edited after feedback from testing with the single-subject
case and a mini-STEM event at USNA.

Figure 1. Lesson Plan in English translated into Chinese (modified from existing lesson plans
such as those developed by the Centers for Ocean Sciences Education Excellence (COSEE;
www.cosee.net).

The English lesson plan, data sheet, pre-assessment and post-assessment were translated
into Chinese by Claire Fletcher and revised by Owen Fletcher (personal communication),
Fangyuan Yuan (personal communication), and Yangyang Zhang (personal communication)
over a three week time-period (Fig.1). The Chinese version of the lesson plan, ேỈ峐
(Rénmìng hé shuzhì), is shown in Appendix B.1 along with the corresponding data collection
sheet (Appendix B.2) and pre- and post-assessment sheets (Appendix B.3).
8

Variations in the age and educational background of the individual subjects used in all of
the case studies, and differences in the educational approaches and conceptual understandings of
all of these subjects were taken into account when determining the teaching methods to use. This
was a noteworthy acknowledgment in order to best be able to teach key factors of oceanography
to each subject-set used. To match the determined analysis-level of these subjects, the same
lesson plan was given to all students in each case study. However, slight adjustments were made
in each execution. The primary changes made were to the pre and post-assessment sheets and to
the data sheet after the single subject (n=1) test results were analyzed and feedback was received.
The original lesson plan used in the single-subject case study and the original data collection
sheet can be referenced in Appendices A.4 & A.5. Questions were altered and changed in order
to give more quantifiable results and more conclusive assessments of the subjects’ knowledge
growth from the beginning of the lesson to the end of it.

A

B

Figure 2: (A) Materials used and (B) example set-up for hands-on Lesson Plan.

A sample of the materials used for contaminants in the Lesson Plan can be viewed in
Figure 2(A). The materials used in the lab were prepared prior to the start of the case study and
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separated into containers to be distributed to each student group that participated more easily. A
sample lab set can be viewed in Figure 2(B).

2.2 Single Case Study

Figure 3. (A) Subject 1 filling out his data sheet and (B) MIDN 1/C Fletcher explaining concepts
in the Single Subject Case Study (n=1) to Subject 1.

The original lesson plan shown, Humans and Water Quality (Appendix A.4) was given to
a single subject for testing (Fig. 3A & B). The original data sheet (Appendix A.5) was used in
this case study. The subject was a 20 year-old, male Chemical Engineering sophomore at the
University of Utah. Execution of the lesson plan with the single-subject took 30 minutes from
pre- to post-assessment. Feedback and analysis were collected and recorded. Adjustments were
made to better the lesson plan and data sheet based on these results.
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2.3 Multiple Subject (n=12) Case Study

Figure 4. MIDN 1/C Fletcher teaching her lesson plan, “Humans and Water Quality,” to 5th
Graders at the Naval Academy Primary School.

The final English lesson plan, Humans and Water Quality (Appendix A.1) with final data
collection sheets (Appendix A.2) and pre- and post-assessment sheets (Appendix A.3) was given
to 12 subjects in the fifth grade class at the USNA Primary School (NAPS) (Fig. 4). The
students’ results were blinded and the assessment and data sheets were used to quantify results
from the testing conducted. Execution of the lesson plan took 50 minutes and student feedback
and responses were recorded, collected, and compiled for use in assessment of results.
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2.4 Chinese Language Case Study

Figure 5. (A) USNA FC460 Midshipmen Chinese Majors doing Chinese lesson plan together,
adding contaminants to water, (B) exploring methods of water filtration, and (C) participating in
the Chinese version of the lesson plan

The translated lesson plan (Appendix B.1) with translated data collection sheets
(Appendix B.2) and pre- and post-assessment sheets (Appendix B.3) was given to 6 subjects at
USNA (Fig. 5 A-C). The subjects were five non-native Chinese majors and one English major
taking Associate Professor Fangyuan Yuan’s Chinese language class, Chinese in Media Spring
12

(FC460, AY2013, Section 2001). The Chinese vocabulary necessary to understand the lesson
plan was out of context for the class, so a vocabulary sheet was developed (Appendix B.4) and
given to the subjects to help them translate and complete the lab. Any outstanding ambiguities
were explained in both English and Chinese to the subjects. The lesson was conducted primarily
in Chinese but responses were given in English and Chinese on the assessment sheets and data
sheets. Execution of the lesson plan took 50 minutes and Midshipman feedback and responses
were recorded, collected, and compiled for use in assessment of results.
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3. RESULTS

3.1 Single Subject Case Study
Table 1. Results from the data sheet for the Single Subject Case Study.

Data Sheet: Humans and Water Quality for Test 1, n=1

Why is water
important?
What is “clean,” what
is “dirty”?
How do we get “clean”
water?

We need water to survive
Clean would be pure water
and dirty means there are
other substances in the
water
We can filter water

Table 1 shows an example of student response data collected in the single subject case.
In the single-subject pre-assessment, the subject was able to name 4 out of 5 examples (80%) of
water pollution (Appendix C). All sources of pollution were listed as “humans” with the
exception of the subject’s first response of “oil,” which was listed with the source,
“Earth/humans.” The subject’s preliminary explanation for “Why do some objects float in
water?” accurately noted density as the key factor causing objects to float. The subject’s post-lab
definition of water pollution stated: “Something that makes water undrinkable. Caused by
humans” (Appendix C). The concept of density was again captured in the post-assessment
Question #2, but was answered incorrectly by the subject. The correct answer to “Why oil floats
on water” was: “a. Oil is less dense than water.” The subject answered: “both a. and b.” with b.
defined as: “b. Oil does not dissolve in water.”
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Figure 6. Compiled results for responses on student data sheets to the question: “Rate the
cleanliness of the water on a scale of 1 (clean) to 10 (dirty)”. The first column on the left shows
the results for the n=1 case.

The subject answered that natural water content could be resultant from minerals while
water pollution could be resultant from garbage and chemicals. Before the water was
contaminated, the subject rated it as a “1” on a scale of 1 to 10. The scale used for assessment
defined a rating of 1 as “clean” water and a rating of 10 as “dirty” water. After the water was
processed, using all materials on the contaminants list and in the filtration kit, the subject rated
the water as a “9” on the 1 to 10 scale. The first column, labeled n=1 on Figure 6, shows the
results of the single-subject’s water cleanliness ratings from his data sheet. During the lesson,
the subject incorrectly differentiated between clean and dirty water but some increased
understanding of water quality was indicated (Appendix C).
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3.2 Multiple Subject (n=12) Case Study
Table 2. Examples of results of student responses to the pre- and post- assessment questions for
the Multiple Subject (n=12) Case Study: “What is water pollution?” and “Examples of water
pollution”.

The twelve-subject (n=12) case study gave more suggestive results. Full data collection
sheets and student responses to pre- and post-assessment questions are included in Appendix D.
Students’ pre- and post-assessments included similar examples of water pollution and sources of
pollution, but new examples were included in the post-assessment that were not listed in the preassessment (Table 2). Of 12 students, 50% of them only listed 4 examples of water pollution in
the pre-assessment, and 8.33% were not able to list sources of pollution. There was a 100%
16

improvement reflected in the post-assessment, in which all 12 students listed 5 examples of
water pollution (Table 2). Subjects’ pre-assessment definitions of water pollution included: “it’s
unhealthy water” and “water pollution is where the water gets filled with oil, trash, and too much
dirt and mud.” Their post-lab definitions included: “when clean water becomes contaminated by
dirt, chemicals, trash and other contaminants” and “stuff that goes in the water that is not
supposed to.” One out of 12 students was not able to give a definition for water pollution on the
post-assessment. Three out of 12 students, 25% of the students analyzed, were unable to answer
the question: “Why do some objects float in water?” on the pre-assessment (Table 3). Answers
that were given varied in conceptual understanding.

Table 3. Results of student responses to the pre- and post- assessment questions for the Multiple
Subject (n=12) Case Study: “Why do some objects float in water?
Pre-Lab Assessment: Why do some objects float in water?
“They are light and hollow”
No response
“Some objects, like plastic, float because they are lighter than water and have
air within them.”
“They are lighter than water”
“It is because of the way they are shaped”
“Mass and air”
“Because when [things] like cans have nothing in them they float on top of the
water”
No Response
“Some items float because they have tanks in them that hold air”
“Mass”
“They are light. Or Styrofoam”
No Response
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Figure 7. Compiled results for (A) student responses to the post-assessment questions: “Oil
floats on water. The most accurate reason for this is?” and (B) responses on student data sheets:
“Rate the cleanliness of the water on a scale of 1 (clean) to 10 (dirty)” in the Multiple Subject
(n=12) Case Study.

The total understanding of “density” generally increased from the pre-assessment to the
post-assessment with 10 students picking the correct multiple choice answer: a. Oil is less dense
than water. One student picked b. incorrectly: b. Oil does not dissolve in water, and 1 student
picked c. incorrectly: c. Oil is lighter than water (Fig. 7A). Before the water was contaminated,
the students all rated their water < 4 on a scale of 1 to 10— 1 being clean and 10 being dirty.
After the water had been contaminated by all materials and filtered, the students all rated the
water as a “10” on the 1 to 10 scale (Fig. 7B).
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3.3 Chinese Language Case Study

Table 4. Example results from the Chinese Language Case based on the pre- and postassessments responses of FC460 Chinese students (n=6) to the question: “What is water
pollution?”
Pre-Lab Assessment (Chinese version):
What is water pollution?
“Contaminants in water”

Post-Lab Assessment (Chinese version):
What is water pollution?
“Dirty water is water that is not clean”

“Water that is not good to drink”

“Contaminated water”

“Water that is not good to drink”

“Water that’s been tainted by foreign objects”

“Unclean/unfiltered water”

“Water that is contaminated beyond being
drinkable”

“Dirty water”
“Not good water”

“Water that is not good”
“Water that is unclean for use because of the
things in it”

The Chinese Language Case Study gave inconclusive results. Midshipmen responses to
the pre-assessment question “What is water pollution?” included: “contaminants in water,”
“water that is not good to drink,” and “unclean, unfiltered water.” Subjects’ responses to the postassessment for the same question included: “water that’s been tainted by foreign objects” and
“water that is contaminated beyond being drinkable.” A compiled list of these responses can be
seen in Table 4. Full data collection sheets and Midshipmen responses to pre- and postassessment questions are included in Appendix E.
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Table 5. Example results from the Chinese Language Case based on the pre- and postassessments responses of FC460 Chinese students (n=6) to the question: “Give 5 examples of
water pollution and how they get into the water (source)?”
Pre-Lab Assessment (Chinese version):
Examples of water pollution
Example Source of example pollutant
Runoff - people

Post-Lab Assessment (Chinese version):
Examples of water pollution
Example
Source of example pollutant
Tea

Plastic bottles - people

Plastic waste

Plastic bags - quantity over quality

Food

Acid rain - vehicles

People - people

Gasoline/oil - people

Oil - people

Styrofoam - people

Styrofoam

Human Feces

Poop - people

None - negligence

Decomposing fish - animals

Factories - capitalism

Rocks

People

People - people

Garbage - pollution (trash)

Nuclear waste - people

Shipping

Salt
Coffee

Minerals - calcium (hard vs. soft water)
Erosion/pollution - acid rain
No water flow - standing water (germs)
Severn
Radiation
Organic/bacterial waste

Examples of water pollution and sources of pollution listed by USNA Midshipman in the
FC460 course in the Chinese Language Case were similar in the pre- and post-assessments
(Table 5) but some new examples were included in the post-assessment sheets that were not seen
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in the pre-assessment. Of 6 Midshipmen, 4 (66.7%) listed only 4 examples of water pollution in
the pre-assessment, and 50% of them were not able to list sources of pollution at all. There was a
100% improvement reflected in the post-assessment. All 6 Midshipmen listed 5 examples of
water pollution (Table 5). However, 66.7% did not list sources of these pollutants in their postassessment - a deviation from the pre-assessment responses.

Table 6. Example results from the Chinese Language Case based on the pre- and postassessments responses of FC460 Chinese students (n=6) to the question: “Why do some objects
float in water?”
Pre-Lab Assessment (Chinese version): Why do some objects float in water?
“They’re less dense than water”
“Density is less than water”
“Because their density is less than that of water”
“density of object < density of water”
“Because densities vary”
“Because they are less dense than water”

All 6 Midshipmen were able to conceptualize the concept of density in the preassessment question: “Why do some objects float in water?” (Table 6). The total understanding
of the concept “density” generally stayed the same from the pre-assessment to the postassessment. Five Midshipmen picked the correct multiple choice answer: “a. Oil is less dense
than water” and 1 student did not answer the question at all (Fig. 8A). Before the water was
contaminated, the students all rated their water sample as a “1” on a scale of 1 to 10, using the
same scale as in the single-subject case study: 1 being “clean” water and 10 being “dirty” water.
After the students’ water samples were contaminated using laboratory materials and processed,
or cleaned using the filtration kits, the Midshipmen rated their water as a “1” and a “6” on the 1
to 10 scale (Fig. 8B).
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Figure 8. Compiled results of responses of USNA FC460 Midshipmen responses to the postassessment questions: (A) “Oil floats on water. The most accurate reason for this is?” and (B)
Results from the data sheet, rating the cleanliness of water on a scale of 1 to 10 (1= clean and
10= dirty) from the Chinese Language Case (n=6).
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4. DISCUSSION

The Single-Subject Case Study showed less than modest gains in conceptual learning due
to the implemented lesson plan, but provided analysis and feedback that led to the edited draft of
the data sheet. This revised lesson plan was used for the other case studies. The Single-Subject
Case Study demonstrated a poor assessment of students’ information retention and knowledge
gain. The design of the pre- and post-assessment sheet questions made quantifying data difficult
and conclusions hard to draw. This case study highlighted the challenges of student-assessments
and teaching-method evaluation. While the student was learning the material, issues with the
data sheet verbiage and length prevented the subject from both a clear understanding of the
principles being taught and the meaning of the questions being administered. More individual
guidance was needed than the lesson plan was originally designed to provide. The indirectness
of the original lesson plan, though intended to provide a creative technique for self-concluded
learning, was not effectively structured to enable such a teaching method. The lesson plan
required more student guidance, meaning teachers using it would have needed more expertise on
the topic to be able to conduct the lesson as it was designed to be taught.
Additional parameters that significantly influenced the case study’s results include the
subject’s background and individual approach to learning and teaching methods. Every student
learns differently. The subject used for this case study was a 20 year old male college
sophomore, in his first year of a Chemical Engineering Major. The subject had no background in
oceanography or environmental science. The curriculum was tailored to the learning standards
and comprehension levels of a 5th grade classroom (9-10 year old students) but concepts still
failed to resonate with the single-subject study. Without direct guidance toward the correct
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conclusions, this lesson plan will be ineffective with most subjects. Variables in the individual
learning needs of students diverge and create obstacles to group learning. Individual needs in a
group learning atmosphere play into students’ reception, interpretation, and retention of the
material being taught. Teaching the one subject in this case study provided more insight to the
dichotomy of teaching a group of students and meeting the educational needs of each student. It
is surprisingly difficult teaching an individual student effectively. Results from this case study
warrant further research in STEM teaching methods and individual vs. group learning.
Examination of teaching and development of lesson plans will derive the best technique for
teaching oceanography and environmental principles to all student-types in all communities.
More subjects are needed to acquire more thorough results in future experiments. Results
of this case study demonstrated minimal trends toward effective STEM lesson planning and
execution. However, the results of this case were difficult to quantitate with only one test subject
so results could not be developed into qualified data. The Single-Subject Case Study provided
insight to future lesson planning requirements and a framework of lesson design, but was
inconclusive in its intended assessment of STEM learning techniques as they apply to the goals
of this research.
In the Naval Academy Primary School Multiple Subject (n=12) Case Study, results
showed improvements in students’ knowledge gain of oceanographic principles and led to an
initial validation of the lesson plan utilized. Figure 7(A) shows the distribution of answers
clearly demonstrating that students gained knowledge of “density” and “buoyancy” after the lab
was complete. The students were eager to learn and responded well to the lesson plan. Many of
them described the concept of “density” at the early stages of the experiment (Table 3) and were
able to further expand on its definition by the lesson’s end. The students demonstrated
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progressive understanding of pollution, contaminants and filtration in their data sheet responses
by predicting and assessing material behaviors and methods of water filtration (Appendix D).
The results of this case study show improved oceanographic knowledge in the form of
increased understanding of water content and density amongst fifth graders has the potential to
increase environmental awareness. The nature of pedagogical research makes it difficult to draw
a conclusion backed with hard data and statistics but the science behind effective education
techniques and plans is highly relevant and conclusions can at a minimum at least be inferred
from the result of this study. There is an obvious progression of students’ thoughts about the
water content and density depicted in their explanations on data sheets and assessment sheets,
suggesting that preliminary knowledge was advanced and improved by effective enforcement of
the scientific principles and objectives that were the focus of the lesson plan. The use of 12
subjects in this case study provided more comparison and opportunities for measurable metrics
of efficacy of teaching STEM content education than the Single-Subject Case Study, however,
12 students is still a small subject pool to statistically quantify overarching impacts of academic
ingenuity. True assessment of a global STEM education plan will require many more subjects
and development of definitive metrics for measuring efficacy of learning. More research is
required on this topic assessing the teaching methods for effectiveness and the development of
lesson plans for teachers around the world.
Some parameters of this case study gave tangible evidence to the prospect of heightening
environmental awareness in youth and reinforcing foundational principles of oceanography in
their academics. Again, insight for future drafts and applications of the lesson plan were
concluded through the practical application of the curriculum. More culminating and thoughtprovoking discussion is clearly needed at the end of the lesson to ensure the major concepts and
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conclusions are taken away by the students and creative problem-solving is encouraged. An
instructor-led wrap-up discussion about the lesson is one way to better reinforce these objectives
to the students. More research and development needs to be done to provide a way for the
students to end the lesson with a clear, purified water sample. This will be tie together concepts
and practical application of the objectives being taught to the students. Students ended with dirty
water and no ideas about how to get the tea and coffee mix and oil completely out of the water,
which suggests they need more background and resources to learn creative problem-solving that
addresses environmental sustainability. Ending the lesson with cleaned, clear water would
generally be more constructive to teach water quality concepts. The lesson plan overall exhibits
a significant relationship between creative STEM education and learning comprehension but
remains more of a framework for future lessons in oceanography and environmental sciences to
expand on than a finished product.
The socio-cultural barriers of presenting this lesson in China can be reduced with
consideration of the lessons learned from the Chinese Case Study. The important take away for
Chinese students will be not only comprehension but also creative environmental problem
solving. Creating polluted water and then filtering it back into clear water would provide more
optimistic solutions to the Chinese youth facing the severity of water contamination and scarcity
all around China. A better explanation of oceanographic terms and concepts will increase trends
towards fostering environmental sustainability in China through learning. Another consideration
is the general effectiveness of this translated curriculum in teaching rural Chinese youth
environmental education. The 5th graders at Naval Academy Primary School had prior
knowledge of the water cycle, Earth system and oceanographic principles, which influenced the
success of their increased understanding from this lab. The lesson must be structured to be able
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to also effectively teach students with little to no environmental science background knowledge.
It was considered that this case study may have used higher-than-average students as test
subjects. It cannot be assumed that students in rural China have the same access to education
and familiarity with science, technology, engineering and mathematics tenets.
Results from the Chinese Case Study are inconclusive in nature, but worth further
analyses to better understand the complexities of developing international education features in a
lesson plan. The 6 students that participated in the study are advanced students, all Chinese
Majors and one Chinese minor, but all are non-native Chinese speakers. The case study was
conducted during class time and, even with a vocabulary sheet provided to each student, much of
the lesson plan had to be explained in English because of time constraints and the amount of time
required for the students to translate and interpret the assessments and the data sheet that were
written in Chinese.
The students were very innovative with their filtration methodology and were eager to
participate in the lesson. However, they were very limited in their explanations on the data sheet.
One group’s answers were in English and the other group’s answers were in Chinese. The
restrictions and limitations of the students’ Chinese vocabulary led to very simplistic answers on
the data sheet. The way meanings are conveyed in Chinese and in English are very different, so
translations from Chinese to English often deliver a different and/or more basic message than the
Chinese version insinuates. The students being subjected to the Chinese transliteration of this
lesson plan, in China, will be from rural Chinese villages around Beijing and much younger in
age than the subjects used in the case study. These Chinese youth will also expectedly have less
access to education and qualified teachers due to the constraints of the Hukou System. The
Chinese Case Study suggested that the lesson plan material used may not be successful in rural
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China but this case study also had skewed parameters that did not give an accurate assessment of
how the lesson plan could work in China.
A study with Chinese students in China will provide better insight. Future lesson
development and experimentation is needed. Feedback from classrooms using the lesson plan in
China will indicate better analyses and understanding of the cultural adaptations, translational
corrections, and academic criteria adjustments needed to produce a curriculum appropriate for
the region. Intercultural educational programs are complex and face many challenges, making it
hard to achieve localized success but future research can further define the foundations set by
this particular lesson plan and those of pre-existing plans to outreach STEM education.

Figure 8. Environmental issues in China (www.huffingtonpost.com; www.abcnews.com).
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China faces issues of water scarcity, poor water quality, and climate change. As
environmental awareness grows rapidly in cities like Beijing and Shanghai, more STEM-based
environmental education plans will be needed in China in order to confront issues like those
shown in Figure 9. Innovative lesson plans like the one in this study represent a start in
providing the background for problem solving that will better prepare Chinese youth for
handling environmental issues facing the region.
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Results of this study provide a baseline STEM lesson plan for future research on youth
education to confront future environmental challenges. Follow-on studies should be conducted
in China’s classrooms and should include more focus on breaking socio-cultural barriers.
Improvements to SETM learning to confront environmental issues can only come from
heightened attention to the education system. Environmental education has a far reaching impact
on political, economic, environmental and cultural sustainability in the U.S. and China.
Innovation is paramount to the progression of STEM education in order to ensure the longevity
of these aspects of society and prepare a higher average educational level. This study was an
initial attempt at bridging the gap between education and the ability to confront challenges of
environmental degradation that threaten future generations of STEM professionals.
The lesson plan implemented in this research was intended to use local resources to teach
the importance of environmental education in the U.S. and then abroad in conflicted countries
like China. The results of this research were suggestive but inconclusive in demonstrating an
effective hybrid STEM education lesson plan; however, they did suggest improvements to the
learning process with the innovative teaching framework and creative lesson design used to teach
oceanographic principles of STEM disciplines to youth. In order to prepare the next generation
to handle impending environmental challenges, education systems must integrate more hands-on
lesson plans that stimulate creative thought and emphasize oceanographic and environmental
science principles. This will provide the foundational knowledge for resolving environmental
issues.
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Researching the effectiveness of pedagogical techniques and practices is difficult to
quantify but that does not disqualify it from immediate relevancy and worth to science. Increased
research on STEM education can mitigate many impending challenges by properly teaching
important STEM principles to produce more informed and intellectual citizens. In theory, if an
STEM educational program can be successfully employed in the U.S. and China, it can extend to
other countries as well, bridging the gap in STEM education on a global scale leading to a better
educated and prepared global citizenry.
Each problem has its own ecology and, in the case of environmental issues, changes in
human relations and the link between environment and sustainable societies are resulting in a
need for complicated approaches to complicated problems. Methodology comes into the picture
as these complexities call for more dynamic problem solving versus traditionally static problem
solving. Innovation is required alongside education. The effects of human efforts to control or
mitigate environmental change inevitably cause reactions in political, societal, economic and
environmental conditions because every problem is a symptom of other problems. Knowing that
there is no ultimate or immediate test of a tried solution, the best long term aid to environmental
degradation that can be facilitated now, is preparing people to understand the immediacy and
relevance of environmental issues and to provide them with the education to be able to respond
with resourcefulness to any developments in the future. Addressing environmental issues
requires universal involvement and the freedom of action and empowerment in this cause is
derived through education that reaches all people.
The environment leaves countries interdependent but, by nature of the Earth system,
problems in one region will affect problems in another region. The result is a need for and
international community that to work together on environmental protection. Though culture is
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unchangeable, education is adaptable. Continued efforts must be made to expand on the
education continuum and conduct outreach to as many people and regions as possible. Cultural
and societal differences between the U.S. and China point to an urgency for problem solving
strategies and actions that require adaptation of lesson plans and protectionism acts. Efforts
being taken to educate people in the U.S. about environment and STEM problem solving will
intimately connect the U.S. to China’s developing education programs. The use of lesson plans
that teach an international, or global, STEM curriculum can help bridge the gap between these
countries and lead to enhanced environmental unsustainability. Future efforts, better than those
being put forward now, can be taken to expand the reach of STEM education around the world
and to educate youth on the fundamentals of environmental sciences that will preserve their way
of life.
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Humans and Water Quality
MIDN 1/C Claire Fletcher

United States Naval Academy
STEM Curriculum

Key Concept: Students will investigate the concept of water pollution using hands-on
experience to learn how density, phase changes, and different material properties influence the
fate of pollutants. Classroom discussions about methods of water filtration, how different
constituents interact together, and how different inputs impact aquatic systems will reinforce
knowledge gained. Additional emphasis is directed toward the water cycle, filtration, pollution
and waste, recycling and sustainability, human impacts, and water dynamics.
Vocabulary: Pollution, Contamination, Density, Particles, Dissolution
Standards: Students will meet the following educational requirements set by the National
Science Education standards and the Maryland School Assessment criterion:
National Science Education Standards
Content Standard B (Physical Science):
Students in grades 5-8 should develop
understanding of:
x Properties and changes of properties in
matter
Content Standard E (Science and
Technology):
Students in grades 5-8 should develop:

x
x

Abilities of technological design
Understandings about science and
technology

Content Standard F (Science in Personal
and Social Perspectives):
Students in grades 5-8 should develop
understanding of:
x Populations, resources, and environments
x Science and technology in society
x Personal health
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x

x

x

x
x

Maryland Schools Indicators
Students in grade 5 should be able to:
Develop designs and analyze the
products
- Choose common materials for simple
mechanical constructions
Seek scientific reasoning for believing
something
- Develop explanations using
knowledge possessed and evidence
Recognize that the amount of water on
Earth continues to stay the same even
though it may change from one form to
another.
Describe how water on Earth changes
Recognize how renewable resources, like
water, are used by humans in Maryland
to meet basic needs

PART ONE:

x

x

Explain that survival can be affected
by changes in the environment like
water pollution
Recognize that the use of natural
resources, such as water, may have
benefits, drawbacks, unexpected
consequences, tradeoffs.
- Describe how humans use nature,
such as plants, soil, water, animals
Identify behaviors that cause
environmental harm and those that
maintain or improve the environment
- Observations that when materials
change from one state to another the
amount of material stays the same
- Explain negative consequence of
human activities on the natural
environment

Part One: Humans and Water Quality

5 MINUTES

DURATION 50 minutes
MATERIALS General:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Pencils (x 25, 4 per group)
Paper Towels (x 6 rolls, 1 per group)
Lab Worksheets (x 6 sheets, 1 per group)
Large Clear Bowl/Beaker, 1L or greater (x 6, 1 per group)
Bottled drinking water (8 L)
Dixie cups
Waste Bucket (x 6, 1 for each group)
Plastic Sandwich Bags (x 24)
Nalgene Bottle, 30 ml (x 6, 1 per group)

Water Treatment “Kit”:
x
x
x
x

Coffee Filters (x 18 3 per group)
Tea Strainers (x 6, 1 per group)
Plastic Spoons (x 12, 2 for each group)
Droppers (x 12, 2 for each group)
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Simulated “Contaminants”:
x Aquarium Rocks (1 cup, 1-3 tablespoons in sandwich bag, 1 per group)
x Styrofoam Beads (1 cup, 1-3 tablespoons in sandwich bag, 1 per group)
x Rock Salt (1 cup, 1-3 tablespoons in sandwich bag, 1 per group)
x Instant Coffee Grounds and Iced Tea Mix (1 cup, 1-3 tablespoons in sandwich
bags, 1 per group)
x Vegetable Oil (1-3 tablespoons in 6 30 ml bottles, 1 per group)
x Droppers (x 12)
SITE SETUP Set up 4-6 work stations with pencils, worksheets, clean large clear bowl or beaker,
waste bucket, and a roll of paper towels.
INTRODUCTION 1. Welcome students and break them up into groups of 3-4 students each. Make sure
SEQUENCE
each student group has the following forms:
o Pre-lab Assessment
5 MINUTES
o Data Sheet
At this time introduce a phrase to be used during the lab, such as “STOP!
EYES!” or “GIVE ME FIVE,” as a directive for students to put all materials
down, stop talking, and give attention to the Instructor.
Show the students bottled drinking water. Ask them if they think the water is
“clean”. Why or why not? Is it safe to drink? How do they know?
2. Thinking Discussion: Pour some of the bottled drinking water into a Dixie cup and
drink it. Ask for a volunteer student to drink some of the water. Pour some bottled
drinking water into a Dixie cup and ask the student to drink it. Ask the student
how it tasted? Was it good? Was it clean?
Introduce the concept: Discussing the bottled water introduces the concept of
water quality. Engage the students to start thinking creatively about water—where
it comes from, what we use it for, what is in it, and why it all matters
Introduce the Pre-Lab Assessment: Direct each group to work together on the
Pre-Lab Assessment worksheet. Collect these assessments once they are complete
(See attached Pre-Lab Assessment Worksheet)
Explain the Lab Theme: Humans and Water Quality is all about what’s in water.
Introduce the theme of water, but be sure not to give too much insight to the
concepts being taught—you want the students to come up with the ideas about
what is happening in the lab as they go through it.
As a class, discuss water quality with students and write down key points on
the board (relate to water sources they are familiar with):
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a. Where is water? How is it used? Why is water important?
b. What is “clean” water? What is “dirty” water?
c. Is dirty water the same as contaminated water? Is contaminated water
the same as polluted water?
d. What is contamination? What is pollution? What is the difference
between pollution and contamination?
e. Are contaminants harmful? Is pollution harmful?
f. What causes pollution?
g. Ask the students to give examples of polluted water.
FACILITATOR
NOTES:

x
x

x

35 MINUTES

This lab is made to be adapted to the needs of the classroom, many concepts
can be added to the lab, or teachers can narrow the focus down to one
particular concept
All lab materials can be substituted for with different supplies. A good way to
complement this lab and teaching environmental sustainability is to use all
recyclables, like bottles and newspaper, for the materials and properly
disposing of them after the lab!
Pre-Lab Assessments are important to gauge the learning process, make sure
all worksheets are completed and collected

Part Two: Humans and Water Quality

CONTAMINANTS 1. Fill the large clear bowl at each group workstation half- full with bottled drinking
SEQUENCE
water.
2 MINUTES

Have each group observe the water:
a. What does it look like?
b. What does it smell like?
c. What does it feel like?
d. Is it “clean” or “dirty”?
2. Show the students how to fill out the Data Sheet. Direct each group to record their
observations on their worksheet.

DISCUSSION Use the directive determined earlier to get the students’ attention for discussions.
Discuss observations as a class
1/2 MINUTE
CONTAMINANTS 3. Pass out a sandwich bag containing the aquarium rocks to each group.
CONTINUED
Have each group observe the rocks:
2 MINUTES
a. What does it look like?
b. What does it smell like?
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c. What does it feel like?
d. What will happen to the rocks if they are added to the water? Why?
e. Will adding the rocks to the water make it “cleaner” or “dirtier”?
4. Direct each group to record their observations and predictions on their worksheet.
PREDICTION Discuss observations and predictions about adding the rocks to the water
CONTAMINANTS 5. Direct each group to add some rocks to the water in their clear bowl and observe
CONTINUED
what happens:
a. What happened to the rocks when they were added to the water? Why?
b. Did adding the rocks to the water make the water “cleaner” or “dirtier”?
1 1/2 MINUTES
6. Direct each group to record their observations and predictions their worksheets
DISCUSSION Discuss observations as a class
a. Ask students if they think they will be able to “clean” the rocks they
1/2 MINUTES
added out of their water using the treatment kit.
FILTRATION 1. Pass out the Water Treatment Kits to each group.
2 MINUTES

2. Direct each group to use the spoons from the Water Treatment Kit to stir their
water.
3. Direct each group to try and “clean” the rocks out of their water, using the Water
Treatment Kits
4. Direct each group to record their observations on their worksheet

DISCUSSION Discuss observations as a class.
a. Were students able to “clean” the rocks out of their water using the
1/2 MINUTE
treatment kit? Why? Why not? How?
b. After using the water treatment kit, is the water now “cleaner” or
“dirtier”?
CONTAMINANTS 7. Pass out a sandwich bag containing the Styrofoam beads to each group.
CONTINUED
Have each group observe the Styrofoam beads:
2 MINUTES
a. What does it look like?
b. What does it smell like?
c. What does it feel like?
d. What will happen to the Styrofoam beads if they are added to the
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water? Why?
e. Will adding the Styrofoam beads to the water make the water “cleaner”
or “dirtier”?
8. Direct each group to record their observations and predictions their worksheet.
PREDICTION Discuss observations and predictions about adding the Styrofoam to the water
CONTAMINANTS 9. Direct each group to add some Styrofoam beads to the water in their clear bowl
CONTINUED
and observe what happens:
a. What happened to the Styrofoam beads when they were added to the
1 1/2 MINUTES
water? Why?
b. Did the Styrofoam beads act like the rocks? Why? Why not?
c. Did adding the Styrofoam beads to the water make the water “cleaner”
or “dirtier”?
10. Direct each group to record their observations and predictions their worksheet.
DISCUSSION Discuss observations as a class
b. Ask students if they think they will be able to “clean” the Styrofoam
1/2 MINUTE
they added out of their water using the treatment kit.
FILTRATION 1. Direct each group to use the spoons from the Water Treatment Kit to stir their
water.
2 MINUTES

2. Direct each group to try and “clean” the Styrofoam out of their water, using the
Water Treatment Kits
3. Direct each group to record their observations on their worksheet
DISCUSSION Discuss observations as a class.
a. Were students able to “clean” the Styrofoam beads out of their water
1/2 MINUTE
using the treatment kit? Why? Why not? How?
b. After using the water treatment kit, is the water now “cleaner” or
“dirtier”?
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CONTAMINANTS 11. Pass out a sandwich bag containing the rock salt to each group.
CONTINUED
Have each group observe the rock salt:
2 MINUTES
a. What does it look like?
b. What does it smell like?
c. What does it feel like?
d. What will happen to the rock salt if it is added to the water? Why?
e. Will adding the rock salt to the water make the water “cleaner” or
“dirtier”?
12. Direct each group to record their observations on their worksheet.
PREDICTION Discuss observations and predictions about adding the rock salt to the water
CONTAMINANTS 13. Direct each group to add some rock salt to the water in their clear bowl and
CONTINUED
observe what happens:
a. What happened to the rock salt when it was added to the water? Why?
1 1/2 MINUTES
b. Did the rock salt act like the Styrofoam beads or the rocks? Why?
Why not?
c. Did adding the rock salt to the water make the water “cleaner” or
“dirtier”?
14. Direct each group to record their observations and predictions their worksheet.
DISCUSSION Discuss observations as a class.
a. Ask students if they think they will be able to “clean” the rock out of
1/2 MINUTE
their water using the treatment kit.
FILTRATION 15. Direct each group to use the spoons from the Water Treatment Kit to stir their
water.
2 MINUTES

16. Direct each group to try and “clean” the rock salt they added out of their water,
using the Water Treatment Kits
17. Direct each group to record their observations on their worksheet
DISCUSSION Discuss observations as a class.
a. Were students able to “clean” the rock salt out of their water? Why?
1/2 MINUTE
Why not? How?
b. After using the water treatment kit, is the water now “cleaner” or
“dirtier”?
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CONTAMINANTS 18. Pass out a bottle containing the vegetable oil to each group.
CONTINUED
Have each group observe the vegetable oil:
2 MINUTES
a. What does it look like?
b. What does it smell like?
c. What does it feel like?
d. What will happen to the oil if it is added to the water? Why?
e. Will adding the oil to the water make the water “cleaner” or “dirtier”?
19. Direct each group to record their observations and predictions their worksheet.
PREDICTION Discuss observations and predictions as a class about adding oil to the water
CONTAMINANTS 20. Direct each group to add some oil to the water in their clear bowl and observe what
CONTINUED
happens:
a. What happened to the oil when it was added to the water? Why?
1 1/2 MINUTES
b. Did the oil act like the rocks, the Styrofoam beads, the rock salt? Why?
Why not?
c. Did adding the oil to the water make the water “cleaner” or “dirtier”?
21. Direct each group to record their observations and predictions their worksheet.
DISCUSSION Discuss observations as a class.
a. Ask students if they think they will be able to “clean” the oil they
1/2 MINUTE
added out of their water using the treatment kit.
FILTRATION 22. Direct each group use the spoons from the Water Treatment Kit to stir their water.
2 MINUTES

23. Direct each group to try and “clean” the oil they added out of their water.
24. Direct each group to record their observations on their worksheet

DISCUSSION Discuss observations as a class.
a. Were students able to “clean” the oil they added out of their water
1/2 MINUTE
using the treatment kit? Why, why not? How?
b. After using the water treatment kit, is the water now “cleaner” or
“dirtier”?
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CONTAMINANTS 25. Pass out a sandwich containing the instant coffee/iced tea mix to each group.
CONTINUED
2 MINUTES

Have each group observe the instant coffee/iced tea mix:
a. What does it look like?
b. What does it smell like?
c. What does it feel like?
d. What will happen to the mix if it is added to the water? Why?
e. Will adding the mix to the water make the water “cleaner” or “dirtier”?
26. Direct each group to record their observations and predictions their worksheet.

PREDICTION Discuss observations and predictions as a class
CONTAMINANTS 27. Direct each group to add some mix to the water in their clear bowl and observe
CONTINUED
what happens:
a. What happened to the mix when it was added to the water? Why?
1 1/2 MINUTES
b. Did the mix act like the rocks, the Styrofoam beads, the rock salt, and
or the oil? Why? Why not?
c. Did adding the mix to the water make the water “cleaner” or “dirtier”?
28. Direct each group to record observations on their worksheet.
DISCUSSION Discuss observations as a class.
a. Ask students if they think they will be able to “clean” the mix they
1/2 MINUTE
added out of their water using the treatment kit.
FILTRATION 29. Direct each group use the spoons from the Water Treatment Kit to stir their water.
2 MINUTES

30. Direct each group to try and “clean” the mix they added out of their water.
31. Direct each group to record their observations on their worksheet

DISCUSSION Discuss observations as a class.
a. Were students able to “clean” the mix they added out of their water
1/2 MINUTE
using the treatment kit? Why, why not? How?
b. After using the water treatment kit, is the water now “cleaner” or
“dirtier”?
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10 MINUTES

CLOSING SEQUENCE

Part Three: Humans and Water Quality
1. Have students clean up their group work area.
2. As a class, review the results of the experiment:

5 MINUTES

A. Is the water now “cleaner” or “dirtier” then when the experiment started?
Why? How can you tell?
B. What happened to each of the contaminants as they were added? Why?
a. Rocks
b. Styrofoam
c. Rock Salt
d. Oil
e. Instant Coffee/Iced Tea Mix
C. Did the water become “cleaner” or “dirtier” with the addition of the:
a. Rocks
b. Styrofoam
c. Rock Salt
d. Oil
e. Instant Coffee/Iced Tea Mix
D. Were the students able to clean out the contaminants? Why or Why not?
a. Rocks
b. Styrofoam
c. Rock Salt
d. Oil
e. Instant Coffee/Iced Tea Mix
E. Is the water contaminated water still safe to drink? Why? Why not? How
can you tell?
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REVIEW
5 MINUTES

1. As a class, discuss water quality with students again and write down key points on
the board:
a. What is “clean” water? What is “dirty” water?
b. Is dirty water the same as contaminated water? Is contaminated water
the same as polluted water?
c. What is contamination? What is pollution? What is the difference
between pollution and contamination?
d. Are contaminants harmful? Is pollution harmful?
e. What causes pollution?
f. What can humans do to reduce pollution in water?
2. Review the points written on the board at the beginning of the class period and
compare them to those just written on the board
3. Facilitate Post-Lab Assessment

FACILITATOR
NOTES:

x
x
x

Post-Lab Assessments are important to gauge the learning process, make sure
all worksheets are completed and collected
Students can also be encouraged to read an article on local water sources,
contamination and sustainability
Extra materials can be added to the water, weighed, evaporated, etc. to teach
further environmental science concepts
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Information: Humans and Water Quality
Aim: To use local resources to teach students around the world the basic concepts of water pollution,
water content and water density, all while meeting requirements of the Maryland State Standardized Tests.
Background
Pollution and Contamination:
Pollution: the introduction of harmful substances or products into the environment
Contaminate: to make impure or unsuitable by contact or mixture with something unclean, bad, etc.
All the water on the earth today is the same water that was here when the Earth was formed; we
recycle water through the ground, through our bodies, even through the bottles of water we can buy in the
store. Water is a fundamental part of life. So with less than 1% of all the water on Earth classified as
potable, or clean and safe to drink, it is imperative that we use science to learn more ways to take care of
our water (Kids Water Fun). Water pollution is the worsening of water’s quality; it is water contamination
by dirt and chemicals, leaves and waste, litter and oil that should not be in water.
Water Content and Density:
What’s in the water, or water content, is important to research. Sometimes water can look clear but
not really be clean. Like the bowl of lemon-water. Other times it is more obvious, like when you stir
coffee grounds into the water. It is important to know what is in water.
When oil spills into water, it does not mix with the water, it floats on top! But why is that? This is
because oil (olive oil: 800 kg/m^3) is less dense than water (1000 kg/m^3) is (Liquids). When you jump
into the ocean, you float really well—so do heavy Navy ships and so does oil. But you, oil and ships do
not all weigh the same, so how can all three float? Density! You, oil and those heavy ships are less dense
then the water you are floating in. Density= mass/volume. It is not just the difference in weight between
you and the ocean, but that difference in weight compared to the amount of space you take up. The ocean
takes up a lot more space than you do.
Clean Water Sustainability and Filtration:
Filtration: Passing liquid through a body that removes suspended impurities
You just made your own polluted water, would you want to drink that? Grow a garden using that
water? Water must be cleaned before you can safely use it, and especially before you can safely drink it.
The water in your refrigerator and your sink is filtered before it pours into your cup. There is a filter in
your pool to keep it clean to swim in, and pollution in the Baltimore Harbor is filtered out of the water.
Contaminates come in all shapes and sizes so filters must also. Look at the salt you put in our polluted
water—can you still see it? Some things change states, into a solid, liquid or gas, when added into water.
Filters must be created that can get liquid contaminates out of water. How can you get the salt out of
water if you cannot see it? There are many ways to filter, or take, contaminates out of water. Once the
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water is clean, we must come up with non-harmful ways to keep it clean and save our natural water
resources. This is sustainability.
Understanding science helps you live a better lifestyle. Water is science, and water helps you live
a long time. We must keep the water we have very safe so it can last for a long time, or be ‘sustained.’
Sometimes the sources of pollution are natural, other times the sources are manmade. Either way, water is
important to clean. With less than 1% of the world water is safe for our use it becomes important to get
creative about sustaining what we have. How can you get the aquarium rocks, Styrofoam, rock salt, oil
and coffee- tea contaminates out of a cup of water? Using a filter! Can you filter the water enough to get
the water clear?
This lab works develop in students a better understanding of density and water content as they
pertain to the natural environment, which is rapidly depleting and being destroyed as a result of pollution
and contamination. Teachers can use home goods to conduct the lab and adjust it to meet the criteria for
the classroom setting. This curriculum is also designed for global classrooms. With knowledge we can
make a difference!
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Optional: Draw a little picture of
what you imagine when you picture
clean water.

How do we get “clean” water?

What is “clean”, what is “dirty”?

Why is water important?

Notes:

Is it “clean” or “dirty”?

Water Quality:

Observe the water.

1. Bottled Water
Observations:

5

6

7

8

9
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10

4

1

3

Dirty

Clean

2

Rate the water cleanliness on a scale of 1 to 10

Feels like:

Smells like:

Looks like:

Data Sheet: Humans and Water Quality
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Can you “clean” the rocks out of your
water? How?

Solution:

What happened to the rocks when
they were added to the water? Why?

Results:

What will happen to the rocks if they
are added to the water? Why?

Predictions:

Observe the rocks.

2. Aquarium Rocks
Observations:
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Circle one: The water is CLEAN or DIRTY
Explain:

Circle one: The water is CLEAN or DIRTY
Explain:

Circle one: The water will be CLEANER or DIRTIER
Explain:

Feel like:

Smell like:

Look like:

Data Sheet: Humans and Water Quality
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Can you “clean” the Styrofoam out of
your water? How?

Solution:

Did the Styrofoam beads act like the
rocks? Explain.

What happened to the Styrofoam
beads when they were added to the
water? Why?

Results:

What will happen to the Styrofoam
beads if they are added to the water?
Why?

Predictions:

Observe the Styrofoam.

Observations:

3. Styrofoam
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Circle one: The water is CLEAN or DIRTY
Explain:

Circle one: The water is CLEAN or DIRTY
Explain:

Circle one: The water will be CLEANER or DIRTIER
Explain:

Feels like:

Smells like:

Looks like:

Data Sheet: Humans and Water Quality
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Can you “clean” the Rock Salt out of
your water? How?

Solution:

Did the rock salt act like the
Styrofoam beads or the rocks?
Explain.

What happened to the rock salt when
it was added to the water? Why?

Results:

What will happen to the rock salt if it
is added to the water? Why?

Predictions:

Observe the rock salt.

Observations:

4. Rock Salt
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Circle one: The water is CLEAN or DIRTY
Explain:

Circle one: The water is CLEAN or DIRTY
Explain:

Circle one: The water will be CLEANER or DIRTIER
Explain:

Feels like:

Smells like:

Looks like:

Data Sheet: Humans and Water Quality
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Can you “clean” the oil out of the
water? Why? Why not? How?

Solution:

Did the oil act like the rocks? The
Styrofoam beads? The rock salt?
Explain.

What happened to the oil when it was
added to the water? Why?

Results:

What will happen to the oil if it is
added to the water? Why?

Predictions:

Smells like:

Observe the oil.
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Circle one: The water is CLEAN or DIRTY
Explain:

Circle one: The water is CLEAN or DIRTY
Explain:

Circle one: The water will be CLEANER or DIRTIER
Explain:

Feels like:

Looks like:

Observations:

5. Vegetable Oil

Data Sheet: Humans and Water Quality
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Can you “clean” the mix out of the
water?

Solution:

Did the mix act like the rocks,
Styrofoam beads, rock salt, and or
oil? Why? Why not?

What happened to the mix when it
was added to the water? Why?

Results:

Explain what you think will happen
to the mix if it is added to the water?

Predictions:

Observe the coffee/tea.

Observations:

6. Coffee/iced tea mix
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Circle one: The water is CLEAN or DIRTY
Explain:

Circle one: The water is CLEAN or DIRTY
Explain:

Circle one: The water will be CLEANER or DIRTIER
Explain:

Feels like:

Smells like:

Looks like:

Data Sheet: Humans and Water Quality
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What can you do to reduce pollution
in water?

What causes pollution?

How is pollution harmful to water?

Is contaminated water the same as
polluted water?

What is contamination?
What is pollution?
What is dirty water?

Notes:

Is it “clean” or “dirty”?

Water Quality:

Observe the water.

7. Filtered Water
Observations:

6

7

8

9
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Circle one: The water is CLEAN or DIRTY
Explain:

10

5

Dirty

4

1

3

Clean

2

Rate the water cleanliness on a scale of 1 to 10

Feels like:

Smells like:

Looks like:

Data Sheet: Humans and Water Quality
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Humans and Water Quality?
Pre-Lab Assessment

1. What is water pollution?

2. Give 5 examples of water pollution and how they get into the water (source):
1.

source:

2.

source:

3.

source:

4.

source:

5.

source:

3. Why do some objects float in water?
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Humans and Water Quality?
Post-Lab Assessment

1. What is water pollution?

2. Give 5 examples of contaminates and how they get into the water (source):
1.

source:

2.

source:

3.

source:

4.

source:

5.

source:

3. Oil floats on water. The most accurate reason for this is
a. Oil is less dense than water
b. Oil does not dissolve in water
c. Oil is lighter than water
(Mass Volume Density Quiz)
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Humans and Water Quality
Key Concepts:
To investigate the content of water, density, and methods of water filtration, how different
components interact together, and how different inputs impact the system. Additional emphasis
is directed toward the water cycle, filtration, pollution and waste, recycling and sustainability,
human impacts, and water dynamics.
Vocabulary: pollution, contaminants, density, filtration, clean water sustainability
Target Grade Level: 5th Grade (20 students)
Standards:
Students will meet the following educational requirements set by the National Science Education
standards and the Maryland School Assessment criterion:
National Science Education Standards
Content Standard B (Physical Science):
Students in grades 5-8 should develop understanding of
x Properties and changes of properties in matter
Content Standard E (Science and Technology):
Students in grades 5-8 should develop
x Abilities of technological design
x Understandings about science and technology
Content Standard F (Science in Personal and Social Perspectives):
Students in grades 5-8 should develop understanding of
x Populations, resources, and environments
x Science and technology in society
x Personal health
Maryland Schools Indicators
Students in grade 5 should be able to
x Develop designs and analyze the products
o Choose common materials for simple mechanical constructions
x Seek scientific reasoning for believing something
o Develop explanations using knowledge possessed and evidence
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x

x

x

Recognize that the amount of water on Earth continues to stay the same even
though it may change from one form to another.
o Describe how water on Earth changes
Recognize how renewable resources, like water, are used by humans in
Maryland to meet basic needs
o Explain that survival can be affected by changes in the environment
like water pollution
Recognize that decisions influencing the use of natural resources, such as
water, may have benefits, drawbacks, unexpected consequences, tradeoffs.
o Describe how humans use nature, such as plants, soil, water, animals
o Identify behaviors that cause environmental harm and those that
maintain or improve the environment
o Observations that when materials change from one state to another the
amount of material stays the same
o Explain negative consequence of human activities on the natural
environment

Duration: 35 minutes
Materials:
Supplies:
Pens or pencils
Pre and Post assessment handouts
1 Large clear bowl
Stirring sticks
Paper towels
Droppers
Contaminants:
Coffee grounds, 2-3 spoonful’s
Rock Salt, 3-4 spoonful’s
Olive Oil, 1 drop from each student X 10 times
Filtration Trials:
Coffee filter
Paper
Panty hose
Felt, or any substitute material
Procedure:
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Preparation: Fill the clear bowl half way full with tap water. Dissolve 1-2 spoonfuls of salt into
the water. Keep all filtration supplies hidden until ready to be used by the students.
Step 1. Give students the Pre-lab Assessment and collect back once completed. Ask the students
if they think the Baltimore Harbor is polluted? How can they tell? Write down some of their
ideas on the board.
Step 2. Set the bowl of water on the desk in front of students and ask what it is? Encourage them
to taste the water and see that it has salt in it. Not all clear water is clean water.
Step 3. <Reference Pollution and Contamination in the lesson plan background>. Explain
water pollution and contamination to students while they create their own polluted water. Have
students add the contaminant materials: coffee grounds, rock salt, and olive oil to the bottle (The
Filter Challenge). Stir in the coffee grounds so that the water turns brown. Rock salt can simply
be poured in. Use droppers to add the olive oil, noting that one drop of oil is insignificant but 50
drops of oil makes a big difference in the water. Let the students mix the polluted water up, stir
it, etc. taking note of the consistency and lack of cleanliness.
Step 4. <Reference Water content and Density in the lesson plan background>. Discuss water
content and density, asking questions like: why does oil float on the surface of the water?
Density differences! Why does the water turn brown when coffee grounds are added to it?
Particulate matter does not stay in one state. These are just two of many concepts you can discuss
with students.
Step 5. Ask the students if the water is polluted. Would they drink water that looks like this?
How can they get the contaminants out without removing the water? Let students experiment
using the filtration material: a coffee filter, paper, panty hose, felt and/or any substitute item, to
explore the effectiveness of filtration and figure out the best methods of purification (The Filter
Challenge). Try skimming the oil off the water surface and encourage creative methods to clean
the water. Have students make observations, records, and discuss what is happening.
Step 6. <Reference Clean Water Sustainability and Filtration in the lesson plan background>.
Discuss clean water sustainability and filtration. Ask students if the water is completely clean.
Would they drink the water now? Where is the salt? How does salt change the water? Reinforce
the concepts of density, state change and water content.
Step 7. Give students the Post-lab Assessment and collect back from students
Step 8. Clean up. Properly dispose of the “polluted water” and put away all extra supplies

Humans and Water Quality
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Aim: To use local resources to teach students around the world the basic concepts of water
pollution, water content and water density, all while meeting requirements of the Maryland State
Standardized Tests.
Background
Pollution and Contamination:
Pollution: the introduction of harmful substances or products into the environment
Contaminate: to make impure or unsuitable by contact or mixture with something unclean, bad,
etc.
All the water on the earth today is the same water that was here when the Earth was
formed; we recycle water through the ground, through our bodies, even through the bottles of
water we can buy in the store. Water is a fundamental part of life. So with less than 1% of all the
water on Earth potable, or clean and safe to drink, it is imperative that we use science to learn
more ways to take care of our water (Kids Water Fun). Water pollution is the worsening of
water’s quality; it is water contamination by dirt and chemicals, leaves and waste, litter and oil
that should not be in water.
Water Content and Density:
What’s in the water, or water content, is important to research. Sometimes water can look
clear but not really be clean. Like the bowl of lemon-water. Other times it is more obvious, like
when you stir coffee grounds into the water. It is important to know what is in water.
When oil spills into water, it does not mix with the water, it floats on top! But why is
that? This is because oil (olive oil: 800 kg/m^3) is less dense than water (1000 kg/m^3) is
(Liquids). When you jump into the ocean, you float really well—so do heavy Navy ships and so
does oil. But you, oil and ships do not all weigh the same, so how can all three float? Density!
You, oil and those heavy ships are less dense then the water you are floating in. Density=
mass/volume. It is not just the difference in weight between you and the ocean, but that
difference in weight compared to the amount of space you take up. The ocean takes up a lot more
space than you do.
Clean Water Sustainability and Filtration:
Filtration: Passing liquid through a body that removes suspended impurities
You just made your own polluted water, would you want to drink that? Grow a garden
using that water? Water must be cleaned before you can safely use it, and especially before you
can safely drink it. The water in your refrigerator and your sink is filtered before it pours into
your cup. There is a filter in your pool to keep it clean to swim in, and pollution in the Baltimore
Harbor is filtered out of the water. Contaminates come in all shapes and sizes so filters must also.
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Look at the salt you put in our polluted water—can you still see it? Some things change states,
into a solid, liquid or gas, when added into water. Filters must be created that can get liquid
contaminates out of water. How can you get the salt out of water if you cannot see it? There are
many ways to filter, or take, contaminates out of water. Once the water is clean, we must come
up with non-harmful ways to keep it clean and save our natural water resources. This is
sustainability.
Understanding science helps you live a better lifestyle. Water is science, and water helps
you live a long time. We must keep the water we have very safe so it can last for a long time, or
be ‘sustained.’ Sometimes the sources of pollution are natural, other times the sources are
manmade. Either way, water is important to clean. With less than 1% of the world water is safe
for our use it becomes important to get creative about sustaining what we have. How can you get
the coffee grounds, salt, and oil contaminates out of water? Using a filter! Can you filter the
water enough to get the water clear?
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Humans and Water Quality?
Pre-Lab Assessment

1. Give 5 examples of water pollution and where it might come from (source):
1.

source:

2.

source:

3.

source:

4.

source:

5.

source:

2. Why do some objects float in water?
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Humans and Water Quality?
Post-Lab Assessment

1. What is pollution?

2. Oil floats on water. The most accurate reason for this is
a. Oil is less dense than water
b. Oil does not dissolve in water
c. Both a. and b.
d. Water is heavier than oil
(Mass Volume Density Quiz)

3. What differences in water content might be natural and what might be caused by
pollution?
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Why is water important?
What is “clean”, what is “dirty”?
How do we get “clean” water?

Notes:

Is it “clean” or “dirty”?

Water Quality:

What does it look like?
What does it smell like?
What does it feel like?

Observe the water.

1. Bottled Water
Observations:

6

7

8

9
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10

5

Dirty

4

1

3

Clean

2

Rate the water cleanliness on a scale of 1 to 10

Data Sheet: Humans and Water Quality
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Can you “clean” the rocks out of
your water? How?
Is the water “clean” now?

Solution:

What happened to the rocks
when they were added to the
water? Why?
Did adding the rocks to the water
make the water “cleaner” or
“dirtier”? Why?

Results:

What will happen to the rocks if
they are added to the water?
Why?
Will adding the rocks to the
water make the water “cleaner”
or “dirtier”?

Predictions:

What does it look like?
What does it smell like?
What does it feel like?

Observe the rocks.

2. Aquarium Rocks
Observations:
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Can you “clean” the Styrofoam
out of your water? How?
Is the water “clean” now?

Solution:

What happened to the Styrofoam
beads when they were added to
the water? Why?
Did the Styrofoam beads act like
the rocks? Why? Why not?
Did adding the Styrofoam beads
to the water make the water
“cleaner” or “dirtier”?

Results:

What will happen to the
Styrofoam beads if they are
added to the water? Why?
Will adding the Styrofoam beads
to the water make the water
“cleaner” or “dirtier”

Predictions:

What does it look like?
What does it smell like?
What does it feel like?

Observations:

3. Styrofoam
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Can you “clean” the Styrofoam
out of your water? How?
Is the water “clean” now?

Solution:

What happened to the rock salt
when it was added to the water?
Why?
Did the rock salt act like the
Styrofoam beads or the rocks?
Why? Why not?
Did adding the rock salt to the
water make the water “cleaner”
or “dirtier”?

Results:

What will happen to the rock salt
if it is added to the water? Why?
Will adding the rock salt to the
water make the water “cleaner”
or “dirtier”?

Predictions:

What does it look like?
What does it smell like?
What does it feel like?

Observations:

4. Rock Salt
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Can you “clean” the oil out of
the water? Why? Why not?
How?
Is the water now “cleaner” or
“dirtier”?

Solution:

What happened to the oil when it
was added to the water? Why?
Did the oil act like the rocks, the
Styrofoam beads, the rock salt?
Why? Why not?
Did adding the oil to the water
make the water “cleaner” or
“dirtier”?

Results:

What will happen to the oil if it
is added to the water? Why?
Will adding the oil to the water
make the water “cleaner” or
“dirtier”?

Predictions:

What does it look like?
What does it smell like?
What does it feel like?

Observe the oil.

Observations:

5. Vegetable Oil
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Can you “clean” the mix out of
the water? Why? Why not?
How?
Is the water now “cleaner” or
“dirtier”?

Solution:

What happened to the mix when
it was added to the water? Why?
Did the mix act like the rocks,
Styrofoam beads, rock salt, and
or oil? Why? Why not?
Did adding the mix to the water
make the water “cleaner” or
“dirtier”?

Results:

What will happen to the mix if
it is added to the water? Why?
Will adding the mix to the
water make the water “cleaner”
or “dirtier”?

Predictions:

What does it look like?
What does it smell like?
What does it feel like?

Observe the coffee/tea.

Observations:

6. Coffee/iced tea mix
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Is dirty water the same as contaminated
water? Is contaminated water the same
as polluted water?
What is contamination? What is
pollution? What is the difference
between pollution and contamination?
Are contaminants harmful? Is pollution
harmful?
What causes pollution?
What can humans do to reduce
pollution in water?

Notes:

Is it “clean” or “dirty”?

Water Quality:

What does it look like?
What does it smell like?
What does it feel like?

Observe the water.

7. Filtered Water
Observations:

6

7

8

9
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10

5

Dirty

4

1

3

Clean

2

Rate the water cleanliness on a scale of 1 to 10

Data Sheet: Humans and Water Quality
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⧠൘≤ᱟ߰≤ᡆ㘵㜿≤˛

x

ҼǄ䱏Ⲵᆖ⭏߉кⲴᮠᦞ㺘ԆԜⲴ㿲ሏ઼亴⍻

䇘䇪 䇘䇪ᆖ⭏䜭Ⲵ㿲ሏ

x ᆖ⭏ਟԕнਟԕԆԜⲴ≤ᆹޘ
йॱ。

⏻ аǄ㔉⇿њ䱏ањ”≤༴⨶व“

Ҽ䫏 ҼǄ䇹䱏ˈӾԆԜⲴ≤༴⨶⭘पᆀᨵ≤

йǄ䇹⇿њ䱏⭘≤༴⨶Ǆ䱏ቍ䈅ᒢ߰ԆԜⲴ≤
ഋǄᆖ⭏߉кⲴᮠᦞ㺘ԆԜⲴ㿲ሏ
䇘䇪 䇘䇪ᆖ⭏䜭Ⲵ㿲ሏ
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йॱ。



x

ᆖ⭏ት❦ԆԜⲴ≤ᆹ⭘˛ޘӰѸ࣎⌅˛ྭнྭⲴ࣎⌅˛

x

ᆖ⭏⭘“≤༴⨶व”Ⲵᰦىԕਾˈ≤߰≤ᡆ㘵㜿≤˛

孽樴 аǄਁ㹼؍ѭ嗉Ǆ൘ሿव䟼ᴹ؍ѭ嗉

Ҽ䫏



䇙䱏㿲ሏ؍ѭ嗉 :
x
x
x

ᆳᱟӰѸṧⲴ˛
䘉ᱟӰѸણ䚃˛
䘉ᱟӰѸᝏ㿹˛

x

൘≤䟼⵰؍ѭ嗉ˈ≤ՊڊӰѸ˛؍ѭ嗉ՊڊӰѸ˛ѪӰѸ˛

x

≤⧠൘߰≤ᡆ㘵㜿≤˛


ҼǄ䇹⇿њ䱏кᮠᦞ㺘㓚ᖅԆԜⲴ㿲ሏ
亴䇑 䇘䇪ᆖ⭏䜭Ⲵ亴⍻

孽樴 аǄ䇹⇿њ䱏൘≤⻇᭮аӋ؍ѭ嗉:

x ਁ⭏ҶӰѸ˛
а䫏йॱ。
x ؍ѭ嗉Ⲵਁᓄаṧҡ⸣Ⲵ৽ᓄੇ˛ѪӰѸ

x ⧠൘≤ᱟ߰≤ᡆ㘵㜿≤˛

䇹⇿њ䱏кᮠᦞ㺘㓚ᖅԆԜⲴ㿲ሏ
ҼǄ
䇘䇪

йॱ。

⏻

Ҽ䫏




䇘䇪ᆖ⭏䜭Ⲵ㿲ሏ
x

ᆖ⭏ਟԕнਟԕԆԜⲴ≤ᆹޘ

аǄ䇹䱏ˈӾԆԜⲴ”≤༴⨶व“⭘पᆀᨵ≤
ҼǄ䇹⇿њ䱏⭘≤༴⨶Ǆ䱏ቍ䈅ᒢ߰ԆԜⲴ≤

йǄ 䇹⇿њ䱏кᮠᦞ㺘㓚ᖅԆԜⲴ㿲ሏ


䇘䇪 䇘䇪ᆖ⭏䜭Ⲵ㿲ሏ

x ᆖ⭏ት❦ԆԜⲴ≤ᆹ⭘˛ޘӰѸ࣎⌅˛ྭнྭⲴ࣎⌅˛
йॱ。
x ᆖ⭏⭘“≤༴⨶व”Ⲵᰦىԕਾˈ≤߰≤ᡆ㘵㜿≤˛
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孽樴 аǄ ਁ㹼㋇ⴀǄ൘ሿव䟼ᴹ ㋇ⴀ
 䇙䱏㿲ሏ ㋇ⴀ:
Ҽ䫏



x

ᆳᱟӰѸṧⲴ˛

x

䘉ᱟӰѸણ䚃˛

x

䘉ᱟӰѸᝏ㿹˛ 
൘≤䟼⵰㋇ⴀˈ≤ՊڊӰѸ˛㋇ⴀ ՊڊӰѸ˛ѪӰѸ˛
≤⧠൘߰≤ᡆ㘵㜿≤˛

x
x


ҼǄ 䇹⇿њ䱏кᮠᦞ㺘㓚ᖅԆԜⲴ㿲ሏ
亴䇑 䇘䇪ᆖ⭏䜭Ⲵ㿲ሏ

孽樴 аǄ 䇹⇿њ䱏൘≤⻇᭮аӋ㋇ⴀ:

x ਁ⭏ҶӰѸ˛
а䫏йॱ。
x ㋇ⴀⲴਁᓄаṧҡ⸣Ⲵ৽ᓄੇ˛䐏؍ѭ嗉Ⲵਁᓄаṧੇ˛

ѪӰѸ˛
x ⧠൘≤ᱟ߰≤ᡆ㘵㜿≤˛
ҼǄ 䇹⇿њ䱏кᮠᦞ㺘㓚ᖅԆԜⲴ㿲ሏ
䇘䇪 䇘䇪ᆖ⭏䜭Ⲵ㿲ሏ

x ᆖ⭏ਟԕнਟԕԆԜⲴ≤ᆹޘ
йॱ。

⏻ аǄ䇹䱏ˈӾԆԜⲴ”≤༴⨶व“⭘पᆀᨵ≤

Ҽ䫏 ҼǄ䇹⇿њ䱏⭘≤༴⨶Ǆ䱏ቍ䈅ᒢ߰ԆԜⲴ≤

йǄ䇹⇿њ䱏кᮠᦞ㺘㓚ᖅԆԜⲴ㿲ሏ
䇘䇪 䇘䇪ᆖ⭏䜭Ⲵ㿲ሏ

x ᆖ⭏ት❦ԆԜⲴ≤ᆹ⭘˛ޘӰѸ࣎⌅˛ྭнྭⲴ࣎⌅˛
йॱ。

x ᆖ⭏⭘“≤༴⨶व”Ⲵᰦىԕਾˈ≤߰≤ᡆ㘵㜿≤˛
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孽樴 аǄ ਁ㹼㍐⋩Ǆ൘ሿ⬦䟼ᴹ ㍐⋩
 䇙䱏㿲ሏ ㍐⋩:
Ҽ䫏











x

ᆳᱟӰѸṧⲴ˛

x

䘉ᱟӰѸણ䚃˛

x

䘉ᱟӰѸᝏ㿹˛ 
൘≤䟼⵰㍐⋩ˈ≤ՊڊӰѸ˛㍐⋩ ՊڊӰѸ˛ѪӰѸ˛
≤⧠൘߰≤ᡆ㘵㜿≤˛ 

x
x

ҼǄ 䇹⇿њ䱏кᮠᦞ㺘㓚ᖅԆԜⲴ㿲ሏ



亴䇑 䇘䇪ᆖ⭏䜭Ⲵ㿲ሏ



孽樴 аǄ 䇹⇿њ䱏൘≤⻇᭮аӋ⋩:

x ਁ⭏ҶӰѸ˛
а䫏йॱ。
x ⋩Ⲵਁᓄаṧҡ⸣Ⲵ৽ᓄੇ˛䐏؍ѭ嗉Ⲵਁᓄаṧੇ˛䐏㋇ⴀⲴ
৽ᓄаṧੇ˛ ѪӰѸ˛
x ⧠൘≤ᱟ߰≤ᡆ㘵㜿≤˛


ҼǄ 䇹⇿њ䱏кᮠᦞ㺘㓚ᖅԆԜⲴ㿲ሏ
䇘䇪 䇘䇪ᆖ⭏䜭Ⲵ㿲ሏ

x ᆖ⭏㿹ᗇਟԕнਟԕԆԜⲴ≤ᆹ⭘˛ޘӰѸ࣎⌅˛
йॱ。
⏻ аǄ䇹䱏ˈӾԆԜⲴ”≤༴⨶व“⭘पᆀᨵ≤
 ҼǄ 䇹⇿њ䱏⭘≤༴⨶Ǆ䱏ቍ䈅ᒢ߰ԆԜⲴ≤
Ҽ䫏
йǄ 䇹⇿њ䱏кᮠᦞ㺘㓚ᖅԆԜⲴ㿲ሏ

䇘䇪 䇘䇪ᆖ⭏䜭Ⲵ㿲ሏ


x

ᆖ⭏ት❦ԆԜⲴ≤ᆹ⭘˛ޘӰѸ࣎⌅˛ྭнྭⲴ࣎⌅˛

йॱ。

x

ᆖ⭏⭘“≤༴⨶व”Ⲵᰦىԕਾˈ≤߰≤ᡆ㘵㜿≤˛
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孽樴 аǄ ਁ㹼઼㥦ਦᵛǄ൘ሿ⬦䟼ᴹ ઼㥦ਦᵛ

䇙䱏㿲ሏ ণⓦ઼㥦ਦᵛ
Ҽ䫏

x

ᆳᱟӰѸṧⲴ˛



x

䘉ᱟӰѸણ䚃˛

x

䘉ᱟӰѸᝏ㿹˛ 
൘≤䟼⵰઼㥦ਦᵛˈ≤ՊڊӰѸ˛઼㥦ਦᵛՊڊӰѸ˛

x

ѪӰѸ˛
x

≤⧠൘߰≤ᡆ㘵㜿≤˛ 



ҼǄ 䇹⇿њ䱏кᮠᦞ㺘㓚ᖅԆԜⲴ㿲ሏ
亴䇑 䇘䇪ᆖ⭏䜭Ⲵ㿲ሏ

孽樴 аǄ 䇹⇿њ䱏൘≤⻇᭮аӋ઼㥦ਦᵛ:

x ਁ⭏ҶӰѸ˛
а䫏йॱ。
x ઼㥦ਦᵛⲴਁᓄаṧҡ⸣Ⲵ৽ᓄੇ˛䐏؍ѭ嗉Ⲵਁᓄаṧ
ੇ˛䐏㋇ⴀⲴਁᓄаṧੇ˛䐏⋩Ⲵਁᓄаṧੇ˛ѪӰѸ˛

x ⧠൘≤ᱟ߰≤ᡆ㘵㜿≤˛
ҼǄ 䇹⇿њ䱏кᮠᦞ㺘㓚ᖅԆԜⲴ㿲ሏ
䇘䇪 䇘䇪ᆖ⭏䜭Ⲵ㿲ሏ
x



ᆖ⭏ਟԕнਟԕԆԜⲴ≤ᆹޘ

йॱ。

⏻ аǄ 䇹䱏ˈӾԆԜⲴ”≤༴⨶व“⭘पᆀᨵ≤
 ҼǄ 䇹⇿њ䱏⭘≤༴⨶Ǆ䱏ቍ䈅ᒢ߰ԆԜⲴ≤
Ҽ䫏



йǄ 䇹⇿њ䱏кᮠᦞ㺘㓚ᖅԆԜⲴ㿲ሏ

䇘䇪 䇘䇪ᆖ⭏䜭Ⲵ㿲ሏ


x

ᆖ⭏ት❦ԆԜⲴ≤ᆹ⭘˛ޘӰѸ࣎⌅˛ྭнྭⲴ࣎⌅˛

йॱ。

x

ᆖ⭏⭘“≤༴⨶व”Ⲵᰦىԕਾˈ≤߰≤ᡆ㘵㜿≤˛
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ॱ䫏

ㅜй⅑䜘࠶:Ӫભ઼≤䍘



乻᮰ аǄ 䇙ᆖ⭏⨶㠚ᐡⲴṼᆀ



ҼǄ ᇑḕᇎ傼ᇔ㔃᷌:
(а) Ӿѻࡽˈ≤⧠൘߰≤ᡆ㘵㜿≤? ѪӰѸ? ᘾѸ⸕䚃?

ӄ䫏



(Ҽ)
(й)
(ഋ)
(ӄ)

䱴࣐Ⲵ“⊑ḃ”ԕਾˈ“⊑ḃ” ڊӰѸ˛ ѪӰѸ˛
≤ਈᡀᖸ߰≤ᡆ㘵ᴤ㜿≤ੇ˛
ᆖ⭏ਟԕнਟԕ≤ᒢ߰? ѪӰѸ?
ᜣ்аᶟ䘉≤ੇ˛
o
o
o
o

ҡ⸣
؍ѭ嗉
㋇ⴀ
㍐⋩
o ণⓦ઼㥦ਦᵛ


༽Ґ

аǄ 䐏ᆖ⭏䇘䇪≤䍘:
x ߰≤ᱟӰѸ? 㜿≤ᱟӰѸ?
x 㜿≤઼≤⊑ḃаṧнаṧ?
x ⊑ḃᱟнᱟн㢟Ⲵь㾯˛
x ӪԜਟԕڊӰѸ߿ቁ≤⊑ḃ˛


ӄ䫏



ҼǄ ༽Ґ≤䍘ˈ≤⊑ḃ઼⧟؍
йǄ ӻ㓽“㓸ሿ㘳”: ቭᘛ䱏ᆼᡀሿ㘳᭦䳶ԆԜⲴǄ
(᮷Ԧਾ䶒䱴࣐䘉њሿ㘳)
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⭫аᑵ⭫ˈᒢ߰Ⲵ≤

ᡁԜᘾѸ㜭Āᒢ߰āⲴ≤ੇ˛

ӰѸᱟĀᒢ߰āˈӰѸᱟĀ㜿ā˛

≤ѪӰѸᱟ䟽㾱Ⲵ˛

ㅄᖅ:

≤䍘:

㿲ሏ≤Ǆ

㿲ሏ:

˄а˅⬦≤

ӄ

ޝ

г
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ഋ

ޛ

ҍ

ॱ

й

а

Ҽ

㜿

ᒢ߰

䘉њ≤ᘾѸᒢ߰˛

ᝏ㿹:

䰫䎧ᶕ˖ۿ

ᱟ䘉ṧⲴ˖

ᮠᦞ㺘

Last Revised: 21 MAR 13

㜭Āᒢ߰āⲴҡ⸣ࠪⲴ≤ੇ˛
ᘾѸṧ˛

䀓ߣᯩ⌅:

ҡ⸣൘≤ѝԕࡽˈᆳԜՊڊӰ
Ѹ˛ѪӰѸ˛

㔃᷌:

ྲ᷌ҡ⸣൘≤ѝˈᆳԜՊڊӰ
Ѹ˛ѪӰѸ˛

≤䍘:

㿲ሏҡ⸣Ǆ

㿲ሏ:

˄Ҽ˅ҡ⸣

ᴤᒢ߰ ᡆ㘵

ᴤᒢ߰ ᡆ㘵

ᴤᒢ߰ ᡆ㘵
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സࠪањㆄṸ˖≤ᱟ
䈤᰾˖

സࠪањㆄṸ˖≤ᱟ
䈤᰾˖

സࠪањㆄṸ˖≤Պ
䈤᰾˖

ᝏ㿹˖

䰫䎧ᶕ˖ۿ

ᱟ䘉ṧⲴ˖

ᮠᦞ㺘

㜿

㜿

㜿

Last Revised: 21 MAR 13

㜭Āᒢ߰ā؍ѭ嗉Ⲵ≤ੇ˛ᘾ
Ѹṧ˛

䀓ߣᯩ⌅:

؍ѭ嗉ۿҡ⸣˛䀓䟺Ǆ

ਁ⭏ҶӰѸһ؍ѭ嗉ᖃԆԜ൘≤ѝ
࣐˛ޕѪӰѸ˛

㔃᷌:

ྲ᷌൘≤ѝࡠ؍ѭ嗉Պਁ⭏Ӱ
Ѹ˛ѪӰѸ˛

≤䍘:

㿲ሏ؍ѭ嗉Ǆ

㿲ሏ:

˄й˅؍ѭ嗉

ᴤᒢ߰ ᡆ㘵

ᴤᒢ߰ ᡆ㘵

ᴤᒢ߰ ᡆ㘵
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സࠪањㆄṸ˖≤ᱟ
䈤᰾˖

സࠪањㆄṸ˖≤ᱟ
䈤᰾˖

സࠪањㆄṸ˖≤Պ
䈤᰾˖

ᝏ㿹˖

䰫䎧ᶕ˖ۿ

ᱟ䘉ṧⲴ˖

ᮠᦞ㺘

㜿

㜿

㜿

Last Revised: 21 MAR 13

㜭Āᒢ߰āⲴⴀⲴ≤ੇ˛ᘾѸ
ṧ˛

䀓ߣᯩ⌅:

ⴀۿҡ⸣઼؍ѭ嗉˛䀓䟺Ǆ

ਁ⭏ҶӰѸһⴀᖃ൘≤ѝ࣐˛ޕ
ѪӰѸ˛

㔃᷌:

ྲ᷌൘≤ѝࡠ㋇ⴀՊਁ⭏ӰѸ˛
ѪӰѸ˛

≤䍘:

㿲ሏ㋇ⴀǄ

㿲ሏ:

˄ഋ˅㋇ⴀ

ᴤᒢ߰ ᡆ㘵

ᴤᒢ߰ ᡆ㘵

ᴤᒢ߰ ᡆ㘵
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സࠪањㆄṸ˖≤ᱟ
䈤᰾˖

സࠪањㆄṸ˖≤ᱟ
䈤᰾˖

സࠪањㆄṸ˖≤Պ
䈤᰾˖

ᝏ㿹˖

䰫䎧ᶕ˖ۿ

ᱟ䘉ṧⲴ˖

ᮠᦞ㺘

㜿

㜿

㜿

Last Revised: 21 MAR 13

㜭Āᒢ߰ā⋩Ⲵ≤ੇ˛ᘾѸ
ṧ˛?

䀓ߣᯩ⌅:

ਁ⭏ҶӰѸһ⋩ᖃԆԜ൘≤ѝ࣐
˛ޕѪӰѸ˛

㔃᷌:

ྲ᷌൘≤ѝࡠ⋩Պਁ⭏ӰѸ˛Ѫ
ӰѸ˛

≤䍘:

㿲ሏ㍐⋩Ǆ

㿲ሏ:

˄ӄ˅㍐⋩

ᴤᒢ߰ ᡆ㘵

ᴤᒢ߰ ᡆ㘵

ᴤᒢ߰ ᡆ㘵
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സࠪањㆄṸ˖≤ᱟ
䈤᰾˖

സࠪањㆄṸ˖≤ᱟ
䈤᰾˖

സࠪањㆄṸ˖≤Պ
䈤᰾˖

ᝏ㿹˖

䰫䎧ᶕ˖ۿ

ᱟ䘉ṧⲴ˖

ᮠᦞ㺘

㜿

㜿

㜿

Last Revised: 21 MAR 13

㜭Āᒢ߰ā ণⓦ઼㥦ਦᵛ
Ⲵ≤ੇ˛ᘾѸṧ˛

䀓ߣᯩ⌅:

؍ѭ嗉ۿҡ⸣˛䀓䟺Ǆ

ਁ⭏ҶӰѸһণⓦ઼㥦ਦᵛ
ᖃ൘≤ѝ࣐˛ޕѪӰѸ˛

㔃᷌:

ਦᵛՊਁ⭏ӰѸ˛ѪӰѸ˛

ྲ᷌൘≤ѝࡠণⓦ઼㥦

≤䍘:

㿲ሏণⓦ઼㥦ਦᵛǄ

㿲ሏ:

˄˅ޝণⓦ઼㥦ਦᵛ

ᡆ㘵

ᴤᒢ߰ ᡆ㘵

ᴤᒢ߰ ᡆ㘵

ᴤᒢ߰
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സࠪањㆄṸ˖≤ᱟ
䈤᰾˖

സࠪањㆄṸ˖≤ᱟ
䈤᰾˖

സࠪањㆄṸ˖≤Պ
䈤᰾˖

ᝏ㿹˖

䰫䎧ᶕ˖ۿ

ᱟ䘉ṧⲴ˖

ᮠᦞ㺘

㜿

㜿

㜿

Last Revised: 21 MAR 13

≤䍘:

㿲ሏ≤Ǆ

㿲ሏ:

˄г˅≤

ӄ

ޝ

г
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ഋ

ޛ

ҍ

ॱ

й

а

Ҽ

㜿

ᒢ߰

䘉њ≤ᘾѸᒢ߰˛

ᝏ㿹˖

䰫䎧ᶕ˖ۿ

ᱟ䘉ṧⲴ˖

ᮠᦞ㺘

Last Revised: 21 MAR 13

ਟԕڊӰѸˈԕ߿ቁ⊑ḃⲴ≤˛

⊑ḃⲴഐᱟӰѸ˛

ྲօ⊑ḃⲴ≤ᴹᇣੇ˛

㻛⊑ḃⲴ≤ਇ⊑ḃⲴ≤аṧੇ˛

ӰѸᱟ⊑ḃ˛
ӰѸᱟ⊑ḃ˛
ӰѸᱟ㜿Ⲵ≤˛

ㅄᖅ:

ᴤᒢ߰ ᡆ㘵
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സࠪањㆄṸ˖≤ᱟ
䈤᰾˖

ᮠᦞ㺘

㜿

Last Revised: 21 MAR 13

Ӫભ઼≤䍘
“䎧ሿ㘳“
˄а˅ ≤⊑ḃӰѸ?

˄Ҽ˅ ࡇ㺘ӄ⊑ḃ⢙Ǆ ≤⊑ḃᶕ㠚ଚ䟼
а.

ଚ䟼:

Ҽ.

ଚ䟼:

й.

ଚ䟼:

ഋ.

ଚ䟼:

ӄˊ

ଚ䟼:

˄й˅ѪӰѸᴹӋ⢙փ┲⎞൘≤ѝੇ˛
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Ӫભ઼≤䍘
“㓸ሿ㘳“
˄а˅≤⊑ḃӰѸ?

˄Ҽ˅ࡇ㺘ӄ⊑ḃ⢙Ǆ ≤⊑ḃᶕ㠚ଚ䟼
а.

ଚ䟼:

Ҽ.

ଚ䟼:

й.

ଚ䟼:

ഋ.

ଚ䟼:

ӄˊ

ଚ䟼:

(й) ⋩൘≤䶒к. ѪӰѸ˛
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(Mass Volume Density Quiz)
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